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Abstract 
 
This work describes the characteristics of a representative set of seven different 
virtual laboratories (VLs) aimed for science teaching in secondary school.  For this 
purpose, a 27-item evaluation model that facilitates the characterization of the VLs 
was prepared. The model takes into account the gaming features, the overall 
usability, and also the potential to induce scientific literacy.  
 
Five of the seven VLs were then tested with two larger and highly heterogenic 
groups of students, and in two different contexts – biotechnology and physics, 
respectively. It is described how the VLs were received by the students, taking into 
account both their motivation and their self-reported learning outcome. In some 
cases, students’ approach to work with the VLs was recorded digitally, and analyzed 
qualitatively. 
 
In general, the students enjoyed the VL activities, and claimed that they learned from 
them. Yet, more investigation is required to address the effectiveness of these tools 
for significant learning.  
 

 

Keywords: Virtual Laboratory; Science Education; Scientific literacy; Educational 

Virtual Environments; Serious Games.  
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Abstract (Català) 

 
Aquest treball descriu les característiques d’un conjunt representatiu de set 
laboratoris virtuals (virtual laboratories, VLs) destinats a l’ensenyament de les 
ciències naturals a l’escola secundària. Amb aquest objectiu, vam preparar un 
qüestionari d’evaluació de 27 preguntes, que facilita la caracterització dels VLs. El 
qüestionari considera aspectes com les característiques del joc i la facilitat 
d’utilització global, així com el potencial per transmetre coneixements científics.  
 
Cinc dels set VLs es van provar amb dos grups grans i heterogenis d’estudiants, i 
en dos contextos diferents – les àrees de biotecnologia i física, respectivament. Es 
descriu com reben els estudiants l’aprenentatge amb VLs, prenent en compte tant la 
seva motivació com els resultats obtinguts segons la seva pròpia autoevaluació. En 
alguns casos, el procés de treball i d’interacció dels estudiants amb els VLs es va 
enregistrar digitalment, per ser evaluat qualitativament després.  
  
En general, els estudiants van disfrutar les activitats amb els VLs, i segons el seu 
punt de vista, van aprendre satisfactòriament. No obstant, cal una recerca més 
acurada per evaluar la eficiència d’aquestes eines per a l’aprenentage significatiu.  
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1. Introduction 
Today´s society heavily relies on rapid and interactive information processing via 

computerized systems. Although these systems have changed remarkably our 

methods and routes of communication in everyday life, today’s students in secondary 

school are brought up with this style of life, and are therefore sometimes referred to 

as digital natives (Prensky, 2001). On the contrary, the educational system (including 

teachers, teaching material, curriculum, infrastructure, and political decisions) is still 

adapting to this technological revolution. Although change is slow, political initiatives 

have allowed schools and teachers to begin to transform the standard classroom into 

a digital learning environment.  

In Catalonia (Spain), the local Government implemented in 2009 a political program 

for the introduction and appropriate use of information and communication 

technologies (ICT) in the classroom (Educat 1x1). By 2012, this program counted 

with more than 1700 digital classrooms with interactive whiteboards distributed over 

587 centers for secondary education, and moreover, in 387 of those centers, each 

student was equipped with a personal netbook (in total 31 000 computers) 

(Generalitat de Catalunya, 2011). While the economical and industrial interests 

underlying this initiative are unknown to the author of this work, it is inarguable that it 

has had, and that it will have, a significant impact on how education is implemented 

and perceived in these schools. The influence of this project extends over the full 

range of activities carried out in a standard educational system (teaching – learning – 

assessment – infrastructure - communication). Among its believed positive 

consequences can be mentioned; active participation in the learning process for 

students and teachers, action and feedback through educational scenarios and 

interactive meaningful learning activities based on a certain theoretical model, as well 

as processes that support the creation of mental models. However, similar 

technological initiatives have not been a warranty for the creation of an improved 

cognitive environment for the students (Weston & Bain, 2010). Dalgarno and Lee 

summarize the situation well: “technologies themselves do not directly cause learning 

to occur but can afford certain tasks that themselves may result in learning or give 

rise to certain learning benefits” (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). 

Therefore, one of the most fundamental questions to address in above context is 

how to best harness the new technology´s potential in order to accelerate 

student achievement? Within this work, the answer to that question will be 

approached from the perspective of the science teacher in secondary school.  

Science is a cornerstone in all school curriculums worldwide, partly due to what 

science has conquered for humanity in the past, and partly what it is supposed to 

help us achieve in the future. Technology and science will increasingly determine our 

society and our lives, and therefore students should be allowed to acquire a minimal 

level of scientific literacy that can help them to make personal decisions and 

judgments based upon scientific evidence, and allow them to participate as informed 
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citizens in a democracy. For that purpose, it is essential that more students achieve a 

good appreciation of science and its role in their lives (Liu, 2009). 

The Spanish curriculum for science education in lower secondary school is an 

integrative science-for-all approach, and it highlights the importance of experimental 

work, simulations and game activities, to help the students to acquire first hand 

scientific knowledge1. Indeed, teachers, researchers, and policy makers are all 

convinced about the value of laboratory work for understanding science (Leach & 

Poulsen, 1999), at least as long as students can take an active part in the 

experiments. However, the arrangements necessary for students to perform 

experimental work can pose considerable difficulties when taking into account 

parameters such as the type of school, the number of students in class, available 

equipment, safety, etc.  

To circumvent above challenges, and to be able to combine on one hand the 

advantages of ICT, and on the other hand the documented advantages of laboratory 

work in school, this work will explore how virtual laboratories (VL) can be used as a 

digital educational tool to engage students for a specific task, and to what extent VLs 

can contribute to the development of the students’ scientific capacity.   

1.1 General aim 

Following above discussion, the general aim of this work is to determine the 

required characteristics of a VL, in order for it to have a significant educational 

value. These indicators may not only help the teacher to choose correctly among the 

many available VLs, but may also serve as a guideline for the development of new 

and better digital educational tools. 

1.2 Research Questions 

Given the conditions at the time of the elaboration of this work, five main questions 

have been addressed within above context: 

 Which are the proposed indicators of a high-quality VL for science education 

according to published research? 

 To what extent, and how, are VL activities incorporated into the digital science 

text books used by students in lower secondary school? 

 What is the student´s personal experience of using ICT and VL in school? 

 To what extent do the use of VL activities and the nature of the VL influence 

students’ motivation to realize the task? 

 How do students perceive that they learn while using VL activities? 

                                                      
1
 Educació secundària obligatòria – Catalunya – Currículums,p. 85. Retrieved 11/5, 2012, from 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf 

 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf
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The answers to above questions have been explored by evaluating the nature of five 

different VLs, which have been tested with two different groups of students in lower 

and upper secondary school, respectively. 
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2. Theory  

2.1 Science Education 

The critical components of scientific literacy can be divided in three domains (Bell, 

2008):  

(1) a body of knowledge that includes the scientific facts, concepts, theories, and 

laws typically presented in science textbooks; 

(2) a set of scientific methods and processes that are used to generate the 

knowledge describe in the first domain;  

(3) a way of knowing, that describes the nature of the scientific enterprise, and the 

characteristics of the knowledge it generates.  

The current Catalan curriculums for secondary school proposes a highly integrative 

science-for-all approach that covers all three domains described above (Sáez & 

Carretero, 2002).  

2.2 The Relevance of Laboratory Work in Science Education 

While the curriculum highlights that scientific literacy contributes positively to the 

development of several basic personal competencies, it also reaffirms that inquiry in 

the context of experimental work (or laboratory work) is central to the achievement of 

scientific literacy: 

 
És imprescindible el treball experimental, fent explícita la pregunta que el guia, les dades 
que es recullen (què ha passat) i la possible interpretació (per què ha passat).2 
 

 

Laboratory work requires students to interact with materials to observe and 

understand the natural world. It can be done either individually or in groups, with or 

without teacher guidance, and span over highly different time periods. Sometimes 

laboratory activities incorporates a high level of instrumentation, and at other times 

instrumentation is meticulously avoided (Hofstein & Mamlok-Naaman, 2007).  

It is argued that laboratory work can be a place where theory and practice can 

coalesce for students, to help them to (1) learn science through the acquisition of 

conceptual and theoretical knowledge; (2) learn about science by developing an 

understanding of the nature and methods of science; (3) do science using the 

protocols of scientific inquiry; (4) apply scientific theories; (5) stimulate analytical and 

critical skills; (6) create interest in science (Ottander & Grelsson, 2010).  

                                                      
2
 Educació secundària obligatòria – Catalunya – Currículums,p. 84. Retrieved 13/5, 2012, from 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf. 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf
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Although, above list indicates that laboratory work provides close to optimal 

conditions for an integrative science education, its pedagogical effectiveness can be 

suppressed for different reasons (Table 1). 

Difficulties of imposing good laboratory work in science education 

Space and time 
constraints 

May require additional space and time, and can thus interfere 
with instructional time in other subjects.  

Economy Expense of materials and equipment. 

Size of group It often requires a reduced group size. 

Safety One must comply with guidelines and regulations  

The assessment 
models 

Tests of practical skills are traditionally not used by science 
teachers. 
 
Students may encounter difficulties to perceive what they are 
supposed to learn. 

Table 1 – Parameters that can influence the learning effectiveness of laboratory work. 

2.3 Educational Virtual Environments 

A way to overcome one or more of the difficulties presented in Table 1, but still 

conserve the benefits of laboratory work, can be the use of educational virtual 

environments (EVE).  

 
“An Educational Virtual Environment can be defined as a virtual environment that is 
based on a certain pedagogical model, incorporates or implies one or more didactic 
objectives, provides users with experiences they would otherwise not be able to 
experience in the physical world and redounds specific learning outcomes.” 
 

(Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011) 
   

According to above definition, EVEs comprise both virtual laboratories (VLs) and 

serious games3. A VL is an environment for creating and conducting simulated 

experiments, while a serious game is an application that uses the characteristics of 

video and computer games to create engaging and immersive learning experiences 

for delivering specified learning goals, outcomes and experiences (de Freitas, 2006).  

Three significantly different examples of EVEs are listed in Appendix A. 

  

                                                      
3
 In the literature serious games are also referred to as educational games, computer games, video 

games, game-based learning, and instructional games. 
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2.3.1 The role of EVEs for learning 

The interest in applying VLs and serious games as educational tools are many-fold, 

but three main reasons can be distinguished (Guillén-Nieto & Aleson-Carbonell, 

2012): 

1) They contribute to shift from a teacher-centered approach to a learner-

centered approach; 

2) They are action-based. That is, they shift learning from a model of instruction 

based on listening to a model of instruction based on doing and interaction; 

3) They promote the shift from a concept of learning based on memory, to a 

concept of learning based on the capacity to find and use information; 

In addition to above characteristics, it can be argued that VLs and serious games 

also can contribute to:  

 Inquiry-based learning (“What happens when I do this?”): discovery and 

experimentation are encouraged in pursuit of an overall goal. 

 Self-efficacy (“If you believe you can do it, you’ll try longer/harder, and you will 

succeed more often than you would otherwise”). 

 Facilitate goal-setting. 

 Reduce expenses for disposable material. 

 Accommodate multiple learning styles by simultaneously stimulating different 

sensory channels (audio, visual representations, written instructions, etc). 

 Provide immediate feedback, and thus it can favor self-regulated learning. 

 Create conditions for improved interpretation and analysis of data. 

 Contextualize and personalize scientific problems and solutions. 

 Simplify complex problems and enhance reproducibility of experiments. 

 EVEs can be a mean to respond to a generation of students who, raised on 

interactive games, expect the same kind of interactive experience from their 

educational media. 

Thus, the use of EVEs for science teaching can be supported by the three most 

representative theories of constructivism (Sala & Goñi, 2004): 

 Piaget, who advocated a highly learner-centered educational philosophy, 

where focus is on learning by discovery or reconstruction of knowledge by 

rediscovery.  
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 Vigotsky, who emphasized the social context for learning. EVEs can help to 

create a context that includes activities that encourage and facilitate learning. 

They also hold promise to connect learners to favor collaborative activities, 

and thus help users to go beyond their actual developmental level (but within 

their potential of development). 

 Ausubel, who argued that the learner must relate new knowledge to existing 

knowledge, to identify key conceptions in the new knowledge and relate these 

to other key ideas (Martí & Onrubia, 2004). EVEs may very well be designed 

to help users connect new knowledge with previous ideas. 

2.3.2 Acceptance of EVEs as tools for learning 

As exemplified in the previous paragraphs, it is relevant to explore how virtual tools 

can be incorporated into education. The most recent and relevant review on 

application of EVEs was written by Mikropoluos and Natsis (2010), revealing that 

these educational tools are accepted to a higher degree in the fields of natural 

science and mathematics, than in social sciences. Still, not everyone agrees on that 

EVEs increase effectiveness of learning, as summarized below. 

Researchers may argue that the debate on “digital natives” is a form of academic 
moral panic, and that one must arrive to some kind of consensus on what EVEs are 
aimed to teach (academic content or positive, intrinsic and social attributions). 
Otherwise, these kinds of educational tools may be highly inefficient. 
 

(Bennett, Maton, & Kervin, 2008) 
 
Teachers say that one does not know how to make “intellectually appropriate and 
challenging and enriching” games for the students. The impact of gaming on kids’ 
minds is not understood well enough to recommend this type of learning 
experience. 

 

(Shreve, 2005) 

 
Parents express concerns about the balance between the children’s video game 
play and other activities, as well as potential harmful effects. Parents express 
concern about their children’s excessive use of computers outside school (personal 
observation). 

(Kutner, Olson, Warner, & Hertzog, 2008) 
 

Students can be reluctant to engage with video games aimed for learning for 
different reasons. For example, if the sensation of “play” and engagement is 
sacrificed for educational content, the game typically turns out to be unappealing to 
the students.  

(Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2006) 
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2.3.3 Evaluating EVEs for educational use 

EVEs have been used to favor learning in specific science areas, such as biology 

(Akpan & Strayer, 2010), physics (Wieman, Adams, & Perkins, 2008) and chemistry 

(Pyatt & Sims, 2011).  

Although each EVE can be of very different nature, they also share some essential 

characteristics. When selecting an EVE, it is important to be aware of the cognitive 

nature of the game, and how this can correlate with the specific learning style of the 

users (Kollöffel, 2012). In general, EVEs should provide opportunities to adjust the 

representations used in learning environments to the needs of individual learners. 

Key cognitive strategies such as visualization and audition are addressed in most 

EVEs, and tactile strategies are under development (Schönborn, Bivall, & Tibell, 

2011).  

One can argue that many more parameters should be considered upon selecting a 

particular EVE for use in an educational context. For example, one of the most 

renowned models for evaluation of serious games is the RETAIN model, which takes 

into account six different parameters and how they influence the gamers’ overall 

experience of learning while playing (Gunter, Kenny, & Vick, 2008). The parameters 

considered are relevance, embedding, transfer, adaptation, immersion, and 

naturalization, and they are briefly explained in Table 2. Most of these parameters 

are relevant to evaluate any given EVE (let it be a serious game or a more simple 

simulation).  

For EVEs with a scientific setting, it should be added to the list of essential features 

also the process skills that promote scientific literacy (Bell, 2008).  

Finally, a third attribute of EVEs that should be taken into account is the user 

interface. Karagöz and Özdener considered more than 40 different attributes in this 

category (Karagöz & Özdener, 2010), but here only the most significant ones from a 

pedagogical perspective are included.  

Inspired by above models, a 27-item evaluation of model that can be used to 

evaluate EVEs for science teaching was constructed by the author of this work 

(Table 2), and thereafter applied to seven different EVEs for science education in 

secondary school.  
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1 - General aspects of EVEs 

Exceptional 
contribution 

 It provides something that cannot be experienced in the 
physical world? 

Motivation 

 Any outer motivation (e.g., scoring system, competiveness)? 

 Any inner motivation (e.g., stimulates fantasy, control, 
curiousness)? 

Relevance 

 It has a clear didactic aim? 

 The content is relevant to the real world? 

 It provides cognitive challenges for the user? 

Embedding 

 How well does exploration and learning work together? 

 The core message is clear and relevant for the curriculum? 

 The difficulties should not decrease the interest in finishing 
the game. 

Transfer 
 Does the user have to transfer and use the information 

acquired during the game to finish it?  

Adaptation 
 Learning from the game can be applied to real situations? 

 The content can be contrasted with already known material? 

Immersion 
 The design and structure allow the user to participate 

actively in the game?  

Naturalization 
 Spontaneous learning and spontaneous application of 

acquired knowledge is promoted? 

2 - Inclusion of process skills that promote scientific literacy 

Scientific setting  The environment and material used is scientifically relevant? 

Vocabulary  Scientific vocabulary is used? 

Observation   Collection of data is based on observation? 

Inference  
 Can allow for the development of explanations based on 

observations? 

Prediction   The user has to make a hypothesis about the outcome? 

Investigation 
 Can the user design experiments to obtain different 

outcomes? 

Conclusion   Is the user allowed to draw evidence-based conclusions? 

3 – The user interface 

Instructions  Are the instructions clear? 

Language  Can it be used in the native (or different) language(s)? 

Outline  The user know his/her position in the game/experiment 

Sound  Is audio used to facilitate learning? 

Interaction  Can the user communicate and interact easily with the VL? 

Feedback 
 The user gets constructive feedback on positive and/or 

negative action? 

Control  The user can step forward and backward during work? 

Speed  The user can adjust the speed of the experiment? 

Help  It has a help section? 

Personalization  The user can create a username / account? 

Download  Can it be downloaded and run offline? 
Table 2 – The different features and criteria applied to evaluate the different EVEs in this work. The 

chosen indicators were mainly inspired from the works of Gunter et al. (2008), Bell (2008), and 

Karagöz and Özdener (2010), respectively. 
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3. Methods 

3.1 Participants 

This study was carried out at IES La Mallola (Esplugues de Llobregat, Spain), which 

is a public school located in the metropolitarian area of Barcelona with about 400 

students in the ages of 12 to 18 (lower and upper secondary school)4. Here, two 

different groups of students addressed: 

 Group I –students in first grade of upper secondary school, attending the 

compulsory scientific course “Ciències per al món contemporani” (CMC). This 

group consisted of 65 students (26 male and 39 female), of which only 16 

students belonged to the scientific educative branch, and the rest to the social 

educative branch. The students were divided into two heterogeneous groups.   

 Group II - 11 male and 11 female students in fourth grade of lower secondary 

school that had selected the Physics and Chemistry branch of science 

education.  

About 5% of the students were immigrants from outside Spain, but they were all well 

integrated in the educational system.  

The centre had a positive attitude towards the use of ICT in education (Sancho, 

Petry, Domingo, Müller, & Giró, 2011), the students addressed here were considered 

to have little experience of ICT in school.  

3.2 VLs 

In total, seven different EVEs (referred to as virtual laboratories from here on) were 

explored in this work. Two of them (VL A and VL B) were accessed through the 

digital educational platform used by the school (Weeras & Teide Digital)5. The other 

five VLs (VL1 to VL5) were freely accessed via the Internet, and were used with 

students in the classroom according to Table 3.  

  

                                                      
4
 Educación Secundaria Obligatorio (ESO) & Bachillerato. 

5
 Werras: http://www.weeras.com/ ; Teide Digital: http://www.teidedigital.com/ 

http://www.weeras.com/
http://www.teidedigital.com/
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Table 3 – A list of the virtual laboratories explored in this work. VL A and VL B were not used with 

students since access to them were achieved to late to incorporate into the didactic units. 

3.3 Using VLs in the Classroom 

The students’ main task was to interpret correctly the VLs, and extract the necessary 

information to answer accompanying questions. The particular circumstances for 

doing this are briefly explained below. 

3.3.1 CMC (VL1 - VL3) 

VL1 to VL3 formed part of an educational unit centered on the application of 

biotechnology in a crime scene investigation6.  

The students were arranged in groups of typically 4-6 members. Although they were 

free to arrange the internal organization of the group work, it was recommended that 

each VL was explored in pairs, and that each pair of students focused on one of the 

three VLs. In that way, each group would consist of experts on the different aspects 

of the CSI process. The experts were supposed to share their newly acquired 

knowledge with the other members in order to prepare a coherent protocol for the full 

CSI procedure. It should be emphasized that students in group I had little previous 

experience of this way of working. 

For each VL, the students were obliged to answer about six to nine corresponding 

questions, which would help them to elaborate the final protocol (Appendix D). 

Although the main idea was that the students would use the VLs to obtain the 

answers to the questions, they were free to also consult other sources of information, 

and at occasions outside the scheduled time for the VL activities. 

 3.3.2 Physics (VL4 – VL5) 

VL4 and VL5 were used with the students of group II, and they worked in pairs during 

a full one-hour class with each of the two VLs. At both occasions they were provided 

written instructions for the realization of the task (Appendix E and F). The written 

instructions were constructed in such way that the students were introduced to 

theoretical concepts while they explored the VL, and the instructions also required 

                                                      
6
 More information is available at https://sites.google.com/site/csilamallola. 

https://sites.google.com/site/csilamallola
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the students to answer several questions where they were supposed to find the 

answers using the VLs.  

Upon starting each class, the students were informed that successful realization of 

the task would render them a significant share of their final grade (12% for each VL). 

3.4 Measures 

Different measures were taken to evaluate on one hand the educational value of 

each VL, and how students perceived their learning and motivation to realize the 

task. 

3.4.1 Quantitative evaluation of VL 

The seven VLs were evaluated by the author of this work, using the items presented 

in Table 2, and by applying numeric scale ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high).  

3.4.2 Assessment by the teacher 

During activity with the VL in class, the student’s behavior was observed. The 

demonstrated interest for the task was rated on a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high) by the 

teachers. Also, the number of questions made by each pair of students was counted 

and classified during the activity. 

3.4.2 Assessment by the students 

For group I, a questionnaire was given to the students one week after finishing the 

practical work related to VL1-3. For each item, the students were asked to rate 

themselves on a Likert-type scale ranging from 5 indicating that the item described 

them extremely well, to 1 that indicated that the item did not describe them at all. For 

group II, a similar questionnaire was given to the students one week after finishing 

their educational unit (Appendix B and C).  

3.4.3 Computer screen recording 

Qualitative evaluation of the students’ interactions with VLs was made via computer 

screen recording. That is, the actions and decisions taken by the students while 

working was monitored in real-time with the TipCam software7. Before initiating the 

screen recording, the students were informed that their actions would be recorded for 

analysis of their understanding of the software. One pairs of students was monitored 

for VL4 and VL5, respectively. 

3.5 Statistics 

Quantitative data obtained from analysis of the questionnaires answered by the 

students (Appendix B and C) was evaluated using the student t-test, where 

statistical significance was claimed when p < 0.05. 

  

                                                      
7
 http://www.utipu.com/ 
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4. Results 

4.1 Students’ familiarity with ICT and their motivation for using VLs 

The survey revealed that students in both groups were highly comfortable with using 

ICTs, and that they liked to use these kinds of tools. However, they expressed that 

they are not used to work with these technologies in school. Moreover, students were 

positive about using VLs to explore science and as educational tools for learning. No 

significant difference was detected between male (M) and female (F) students 

(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 – Students’ familiarity with ICT, according to their answers to the surveys presented in 

Appendix A and B. Highest score = 5, lowest score = 1. 

 

4.2 Evaluation of Virtual Laboratories 

Short descriptions of the seven different VLs for science education that have been 

explored in this work are presented below. Thereafter follows the quantitative rating 

of the VLs, where the measures presented in Table 2 have been used.  
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4.2.1 Short description 

 

VL A - The malachite mineral (Chemistry) 

Aim 
 Investigate if the malachite mineral is a pure element or a 

chemical compound 

 Use and distinguish the different steps of the “scientific method” 

Format Shockwave Flash Animation 

Availability Restricted (payment) 

Language Catalan 

Estimated 
play time8 

30 minutes 

Relevant  
curriculum 

Third grade, lower secondary school (“3 de ESO”): 

 Experimental distinction between simple substances, composed 
substances, and mixtures.  

 Experimental observation and measurements of characteristic 
properties of pure substances. 

 Characterization of physical and chemical transformations. 

 

 
 

  

                                                      
8
 For experienced users 
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VL B - Transmission of infection (Biology) 

Aim 
 To find out how infectious diseases propagate. 

 Use and distinguish the different steps of the “scientific method” 

Format Shockwave Flash Animation 

Availability Restricted (payment) 

Language Catalan 

Estimated 
play time 

30 minutes 

Relevant 
curriculum 

Third grade, lower secondary school (“3 de ESO”): 

 Identification of diseases that are transmitted sexually, and 
evaluation of preventive methods.  

 Importance of hygiene.  
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VL 1 - DNA Extraction (Biotechnology) 

Aim To show the process of DNA isolation from a human test subject 

Creator Genetic Learning Center, University of Utah (USA) 

Format Shockwave Flash animation 

Year 2006 

Availability Online 

Language English 

Estimated 
play time 

20 minutes 

Content 

Introduction: Why and how do we isolate DNA?  
 
Laboratory: The user is situated in a laboratory of genetics. There 
he/she makes use of available material to process a sample of DNA. 

 Collection of cells; Release of DNA; 

 Separation of DNA from proteins and debris 

 Isolation of concentrated DNA 

Prior 
knowledge 

Little 

Relevant 
curriculum 

Fourth grade, lower secondary school (“4 de ESO”): 

 Compositions, structure, function of DNA. 

 Use of computer animations and simulations to visualize and 
resolve problems related to DNA replication 
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VL 2 – PCR method (Biotechnology) 

Aim 

To show the process of copying a large number of DNA fragments in a 
short time period. The challenge in this game is to use the basic 
principles of the PCR method to copy the DNA in order to collect 
enough material to use as evidence. 

Creator Nobel Media AB 

Format Shockwave Flash animation 

Year 2004 

Availability Online 

Language English 

Estimated 
play time 

25 minutes 

Content 

Introduction (13 min): Animated lecture on how the PCR method 
works. 
 
Laboratory: 

 Collection of samples with DNA material from a crime scene.   

 The user has to perform the three-stage DNA copying process 
manually.  

Prior 
knowledge 

DNA, enzyme, replication, structure of DNA 

Relevant 
curriculum 

1st grade, upper secondary school (“Bachillerato”) 

 Biology: Analysis of enzyme activity 

 (CMC: To be able to evaluate the social influence of 
biotechnology). 
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VL 3 - Gel Electrophoresis (Biotechnology) 

Aim 
Separate and visualize fragments of DNA by size using 
electrophoresis 

Creator Genetic Learning Center, University of Utah (USA) 

Format Shockwave Flash animation 

Year 2003 

Availability Online 

Language English 

Estimated 
play time 

20 minutes 

Content 

Introduction: Animated demonstration of the electrophoresis process 
 

Laboratory: Five-step sequence: Make the electrophoresis gel, set up 
the gel apparatus, load the gel with DNA, run the molecules through 
the gel with the electric field, and finally stain the gel 
 

Prior 
knowledge 

DNA, electric field 

Relevant 
curriculum 

1st grade, upper secondary school (“Bachillerato”) 

 CMC: To be able to evaluate the social influence of 
biotechnology 

 Biology: identification of the genetic differences between 
people. 
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VL 4 - Masses and Springs (Physics) 

Aim 

 Understand how a spring scale works to determine the mass of 
an unknown object. 

 Find the value of g on Planet X. 

 (Explain the conservation of Mechanical Energy concept using 
kinetic, elastic potential, and gravitational potential energy). 

Creator PhET, University of Colorado (USA) 

Format Javascript 

Year 2009 (version 2.03) 

Availability Online and offline 

Language Available in 38 different languages (e.g. Spanish) 

Estimated 
play time 

Depends on the specific activity (here, ~20 minutes) 

Content  Springs; Hooke’s law; Conservation of energy; Measurement 

Prior 
knowledge 

 Little 

Relevant 
curriculum 

Fourth grade, lower secondary school (Physics, 4 de ESO) 

 Problems related to zero gravity. 

 Collection of experimental data. 

 Identify tendencies in data. 
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VL 5 - Gravity and Orbits (Physics) 

 
Aim 

 Describe the relationship between the Sun, Earth, Moon and 
space station, including orbits and positions 

 Describe the size and distance between the Sun, Earth, Moon 
and space station 

 Explain how gravity controls the motion of our solar system 

 Identify the variables that affect the strength of gravity 

 Predict how motion would change if gravity was stronger or 
weaker 

Creator PhET, University of Colorado (USA) 

Format Javascript 

Year 2011 (version 2.04) 

Availability Online and Offline 

Language Available in 27 different languages (e.g. Spanish) 

Estimated 
play time 

Depends on the specific activity (here, ~20 minutes) 

Content  Gravitational force; Circular motion; Astronomy 

Prior 
knowledge 

Force representation; gravity 

Relevant 
curriculum 

Fourth grade, lower secondary school (Physics, 4 de ESO) 

 Problems related to zero gravity. 

 Collection of experimental data, identify tendencies in data. 

 Characterization and application of the universal law of 
gravitation. 
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4.2.2 Rating of VLs 

For each VL, 27 different items were subjectively evaluated on a five point scale (1 = 

low, 5 = high) by the author of this work, and is shown in Figure 2. Motivations for 

each rated item are provided in Appendix G.  

 

Figure 2 – Quantitative rating made of the features of each VL . The motivation for each rating is 

included in Appendix G, and the rating is subjective, as it was only made by the author of this work. 
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Figure 3 shows a compilation of the students’ level of satisfaction with each VL. 

 

 

Figure 3 – The level of satisfaction expressed by the students in both groups according to the results 

of questionnaires presented in Appendix B and C (maximum score = 5, minimum score = 1). 
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4.3 Student Assessment (Group I, VL1-3) 

The results of the survey made with students belonging to group I (i.e., students that 

worked with VL1-3) are shown below. Data gathered from group II (i.e. students that 

worked with VL4-5) in general followed the same trends as group I, and are shown in 

Appendix H.  

4.3.1 Attitude 

Most students appreciated the VL as an educational tool, and they rated it more 

satisfactory than standard educational tools (e.g. text books) in order to solve the 

particular task they had been given (Figure 4). According to their own perception, 

students in group I made a serious effort to understand how the VL worked. 

However, they rarely used the VL more than one time. The data revealed that female 

students tended to explore the VL more often than male students, and that they also 

explored more VLs than their male companion (statistically significant, p = 0.007). 

The impact of the VLs did not extend beyond the classroom, as very few students 

claimed that they had discussed them with people outside the class. 

No significant differences were observed between students doing science (Sci), 

compared to students doing social sciences (Soc). 

 

Figure 4 – Students’ attitude towards the use of VL in class, according to the results of questionnaire 

presented in Appendix A (maximum score = 5, minimum score = 1).  
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4.3.2 Self-reported comprehension 

A majority of the students experienced that they were learning while using the VLs 

(Figure 5). With group I, the data indicates that female students were more 

immersed in the process of learning while using the VL than male students. 

The students expressed that the VL activities helped them to achieve a better 

understanding of DNA and genetics (Appendix I) Interestingly, natural science 

students benefitted more from the VLs than social science students (statistical 

significant).  

Moreover, all students appreciated the knowledge gained from the VL activities upon 

realizing the practical work connected to the task.  

Finally, the students did not consider that they needed any extraordinary support 

from the teachers to fulfill the announced tasks. 

 
Figure 5 – Self-reported comprehension expressed by students in group I, according to the results of 

questionnaire presented in Appendix B (maximum score = 5, minimum score = 1). 
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4.4 Classroom observations 

4.4.1 Biotechnology (VL1-3) 

The end product of the biotechnology sessions was to bring the acquired knowledge 

obtained with the VLs 1-3 into practice in a traditional laboratory. The elaboration of 

the protocol was used as indicator of how the students had interpreted each VL.  

It was perceived that students had most problems with VL2 and VL3, while VL1 

caused few questions. One main obstacle was that all VLs were in English. The 

quality of the answers to the questions related to each VL (Appendix D) varied 

greatly between different groups. While some groups made full use of the VLs, and 

also coordinated well the answers, it could be understood that other groups searched 

the answers to the questions from different sources than the VLs (e.g. Wikipedia). 

Therefore, before doing any practical work in the traditional lab, it was assured that 

everyone had understood well the VLs, and could answer correctly the questions, 

and also understand the underlying principles. This was done by making a common 

session where VL2 and VL3 were demonstrated for the full group, while students 

worked out the answers to the questions. 

In this way, the traditional laboratory work went very well. The perception was that 

most students participated actively in the tasks, and that they seemed to be 

emotionally involved in the task. Also students that previously had expressed low 

interest for the task now participated well. 

4.4.2 Physics (VL4-5) 

The observations made by the teachers during the use of VL4 are summarized in 

Appendix J, and they represent also very well the session with VL5. Briefly, the 

students were concentrated on the tasks, participated actively in the work. Several 

questions had to be addressed by the teacher, and they were mostly related the 

scientific content of the sessions. Students worked very independently, which 

allowed the teachers to approach all students and inquire about their learning. 

The way the students used VL4 and VL5 could be observed using screen recording 

software. The complete analysis is presented in Appendix J. In both cases, students 

were fully concentrated on the task, and did not leave the VL for other activities 

during the session (e.g., no other use of Internet).  

With VL4, students made an initial exploration of the VL to understand how it worked. 

Their exploration omitted many details (e.g. the ruler, the help section, the reference 

line). They made the calibration required for the task, but the measurements were 

taken by eye, and not with high precision. They set up the experiments correctly to 

obtain data from both soft and rigid springs, but they did not have time to finish all the 

activities during the session. Their handed in results (finished at home) indicated that 

they made the measurements with correct precision (probably using the ruler), and 

they also explored the effects of zero gravity. Both students could solve the problem 
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of masses and springs that were included in the written exam by the end of the 

educational unit.  

The recorded screen activity of one couple of students working with VL5 gave much 

insight into how students may approach this particular VL. First, the recorded activity 

indicated a high interest for the program, and how it worked. The students explored 

features that were not asked for, and could be observed that they paid special 

attention to what is called “gravity assistance”, by creating their own simulations to 

study this phenomenon. Indeed, after the class one of the students in the couple 

came to the teachers to discuss this issue. In total, the students spent more than half 

of the session exploring their own simulations. It was also observed that they 

analyzed carefully the compulsory task, as they repeated the simulations many times 

to capture all the consequences of the different initial conditions.   
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Students’ familiarity with ICT and their attitude towards EVEs 

The students that were involved in this study could all be considered digital natives in 

the sense that “they have spent their entire lives surrounded by and using computers, 

videogames, digital music players, video cams, cell phones, and all the other toys 

and tools of the digital age” (Prensky, 2001). Indeed, during the practical work it was 

a common view to see students communicating with each other using mobile phones 

and computers, and that online video games were very popular (sometimes even 

during class). As expected, the survey revealed that the students felt highly confident 

with ICT, and also that they enjoyed to work with its tools. 

The two groups of students involved in this study did not have much experience of 

working with computers in school. This created two different conditions that should 

be taken into account when evaluating the impact of EVEs for learning: 

 EVEs may possess a certain intrinsic motivational power, only because they 

are new tools for learning for the students. 

 The students will face themselves in a new situation for learning, where they 

have little references on how they will be evaluated.   

Indeed, it was observed that a majority of students considered EVEs to be a highly 

motivating approach for learning. The issues of motivation in education and its impact 

on academic performance are highly important aspects for effective learning 

(Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002). Here, it can be speculated that the student’s high 

familiarity with ICTs contributed to make them feel inspired to undertake the 

proposed tasks described in this work. One can hypothesize that the students benefit 

from earlier positive experiences of using ICTs (e.g., at home), and that they 

extrapolate that experience into the upcoming task for learning. It can also be 

speculated that students that are normally little motivated in school due different 

kinds of difficulties for learning with standard models, with ICTs can approach the 

learning in a more positive way if some of the negative feedback from standard 

learning process is diminished.  

The second condition described above (unknown evaluation criteria), is also of great 

interest from the point of view of learning. The uncertainty of not knowing what is 

expected from them will in the best of cases force the students to explore more 

deeply the task. However, it can equally well create confusion and insecurity, which 

can make the learning more superficial. Therefore, the teacher has to be very careful 

with how EVEs are implemented, and what instructions are given to the students 

before starting the task.  
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5.2 The nature of the different VLs 

All EVEs in this study naturally reinforced the basic and transversal skill of using 

computers.  

However, it is necessary that any EVE for science teaching also reinforces the 

scientific content and skills requested by the curriculum. As shown in Section 4.2.1, 

the aims and scientific content of the different VLs were of relevance according to the 

curricula, and thus all VLs principally fulfilled the most basic requirement of being an 

educational tool. Yet, to be effective tools for learning, the EVEs must fulfill more than 

that basic requirement. One prerequisite for an effective learning environment is its 

pedagogical approach, and according to literature, most EVEs are based on a 

constructivism learning model (Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011). That is, high importance 

is given to the knowledge, beliefs, and skills that an individual brings to the 

experience of learning. This is typically achieved by making the learner act upon a 

specific environment to both acquire and test new knowledge. In addition, EVEs often 

rely on a behaviorist approach to learning. For example, the user has to answer or 

react to different questions and challenges, and when connecting the question and 

the answer enough times (sometimes reinforced by a reward), learning is supposed 

to occur (Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2006). 

Here, all seven VLs enabled knowledge construction in one way or another. For 

example, they all let the students explore the environment, collect or provide some 

kind of data, and then either solve or investigate a given problem. In that sense, little 

difference between the VLs could be detected in their underlying learning model. Yet, 

the particular features of each EVE that were supposed to stimulate scientific 

learning were apparent. For that purpose, an objective evaluation model was created 

from different models previously reported to evaluate serious games (RETAIN 

model), as well as more technical aspects of virtual laboratories. Moreover, the 

proposed model takes into account how the EVE promotes scientific literacy with 

emphasis put on how it incorporates the use of scientific methods and reasoning.  

5.2.1 General aspects 

The first part of the evaluation model touches mainly on how the EVE achieves to 

motivate and transmit the content to the user, and how the user assimilates it. 

First of all, according to the proposed definition, any EVE is supposed to contribute 

with something exceptional that cannot be experienced in the physical world. Here, 

five out of seven VLs achieved this very well (VL1-VL5). However, VL A and VL B 

both described experiments that could be repeated in the physical world. 

Nevertheless, it is easy to imagine many situations where VL A and VL B may be 

highly relevant to incorporate into education (see Table 1). Thus, depending on the 

application, one can question the relevance of the proposed definition of EVE 

introduced by Mikropolous and Nastis.  

Another major difference worth to highlight here, is that the end product of most VLs 

was static, i.e. the same result was achieved every time the EVE was used, and the 
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same procedure had to be repeated to arrive to the end of the EVE. A static 

procedure and end product may be considered both an advantage and a 

disadvantage for learning. While it may improve guidance for the user to correctly 

advance through a series of questions and information, a static end product may also 

decrease the interest to repeat using the EVE. Since the effectiveness of EVEs much 

relies on its capacity to engage the user to repeat using it, this is a serious concern.  

With video games (not necessarily for educational purposes), one can distinguish 

between inner and outer motivation. While outer motivation can be promoted through 

a scoring system, inner motivation will depend on how the user faces the challenges 

presented by game (Ritterfeld & Weber, 2006). In this work, outer motivation was 

absent in most VLs (except in VL2), while the inner motivation was addressed mainly 

by creating an interesting setting and context. According to the survey, that setting 

was enough interesting for the student to pay attention and explore each VL, but it 

presented few challenges to them, and it did not provoke interest to repeat playing or 

explore the game outside class. It is believed that if more focus on the gaming part 

was incorporated, then the time students spend with the VLs could increase.  

The parameters of the RETAIN model revealed that the strengths of the investigated 

VLs were mainly related to their relative high levels of relevance and immersion. The 

weaknesses were found in their relatively low capacity to transfer knowledge from 

one situation to another. This analysis suggests that the VLs may very well engage 

the students while playing, but that the content will not be specifically reinforced 

because of the low turnover of acquired information. 

5.2.2 Scientific literacy 

The second part of the evaluation model focused on the features that allow the user 

to develop scientific skills. VL A, VL B, VL1 and VL5 all provided a reasonable 

authentic scientific environment (at least during some sections), while the other ones 

rather relied on simple schematic representations. This observation is of importance, 

because more realistic virtual environments have been shown to improve the 

learning outcome (Naranjo & Pardo, 2011). 

It was observed that scientific literacy (in the sense of applying scientific methods 

and promoting students to make connections between observations, actions, and 

interpretations) was mainly promoted by VL A and VL B, which were specifically 

designed to teach a scientific approach to solving a problem. That approach included 

events of prediction, observation, follow up on observed results, and conclusions 

related to the initial hypothesis made. VLs 1 to 3 did not incorporate such qualities at 

all, but rather presented information that could equally well have been obtained from 

a standard source of information, thus not reinforcing scientific literacy beyond the 

“body of knowledge”.  

Finally, by having an open-end product, both VL4 and VL5 were of completely 

different character than the other VLs investigated here, and this gave them the 

possibility to induce high levels of scientific literacy. However, being much more open 
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in character, it was typically required to provide the students with well written 

instructions, but if so is done, VL4 and VL5 provide the best possibilities for exploring 

and analyzing data, and let the student develop conclusions based on observations. 

5.2.3 User interface 

It is typically said that serious game’s impacts are, at least partly, influenced by its 

usability (Miller, Chang, Wang, Beier, & Klisch, 2011). With respect to skills related to 

ICTs, the Catalan curriculum stresses that teachers should be aware of the diversity 

of learning styles that may exist among the students9. As mentioned (Section 2.3.1), 

EVEs are often considered promising tools to address multiple learning styles, but in 

this study all VLs relied uniquely on visual and text-based instructions and 

representations. Moreover, the text-based instructions were in some cases limited to 

a foreign language, which caused significant a problem for some students. Another 

problem was that VL1-VL3 was only available for use online. This created 

dependence on a good Internet connection, something which not always could be 

assured in this study.  

Above problems were overcome with VL4 and VL5 that could be used both offline 

and in the native language of the users. This was perceived by the teachers as a 

great benefit as it allowed the students to focus completely on the relevant content.  

5.3 Student response and the learning outcomes 

It is difficult to empirically demonstrate that the VLs achieved profound learning, or 

that any learning was mainly due to the pedagogical approach of the VLs. For 

example, here one has to consider that students belonging to group I simultaneously 

had to deal with new methods of organizing their work (cooperative work). Therefore, 

any positive effects can equally well be attributed to increase of motivation or 

changes in attitude due to other external reasons (e.g., new teachers, quality of 

didactic material, etc). Still, one attempt to quantify the learning outcome was made 

with VL4 and VL5. The exam assessment with group II indicated that the content 

treated in VL4 was positively assimilated by the students, while fewer students did 

capture the essence of VL5 (data not shown). However, in the context of the exam, 

the question related to VL5 was deliberately made more difficult than the question 

related to VL4. Moreover, not one single student considered the VLs as a source of 

information while preparing for the exam (data not shown).  

Thus, the reported learning outcome relies mostly on self-reported comprehension, 

which in general was high. Interestingly, it was observed that social science students 

were equally motivated to use VLs as students of natural science, which can be 

interpreted as that the VLs helped to motivate the students in general to undertake 

the task. However, natural science students were observed to gain relatively more 

from the VLs than social science students. This indicates that prior knowledge should 

be considered an important parameter for full assimilation of the VLs. 

                                                      
9
 Educació secundària obligatòria – Catalunya – Currículums,p. 24-25. Retrieved 13/5, 2012, from 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf. 

http://phobos.xtec.cat/edubib/intranet/file.php?file=docs/ESO/curriculum_eso.pdf
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6. Conclusions 
This work describes:  

1) The characteristics of a representative set of VLs aimed for science teaching 

in secondary school. 

2) How the VLs have been received by the students, taking into account both 

their motivation and the appreciated learning outcome.  

As demonstrated, VL activities are nowadays being developed by book publishers for 

incorporation into digital e-books for science teaching, indicating a certain 

acceptance of their educational value. Although there are still relatively few of them 

compared to the vast amount of traditional laboratory protocols available online, the 

VLs provide new means to reinforce scientific literacy among the students. This study 

aimed to better understand how to make efficient use of these new educational tools, 

and how they can be best used to facilitate the students’ learning process.  

6.1 Motivation 

The use of VL activities as an instructional technique had a positive effect on student 

experiences. This was confirmed by their active participation, as well as their 

impression of VL activities compared to standard teaching material such as text 

books. However, it is believed that high motivation was partly linked with the 

students’ low experience of using ICT in the classroom, combined with their positive 

experience of ICTs from their home environment. That is, their interest and active 

participation cannot be completely ascribed to the effect of exceptionally well 

designed VLs. To distinguish the role of the VL itself from the new teaching method 

imposed on these students, further investigations and the appropriate use of control 

groups would be required. Nevertheless, it is considered that VLs contributed to raise 

interest for the studied topics, and they helped the students to undertake the 

corresponding tasks. 

6.2 The proposed evaluation model 

An objective evaluation model to characterize the selected set of VLs was designed 

and applied to better estimate their isolated potential educational value and to identify 

features that influence the learning process.  

The experience gained from using some of the VLs in the classroom suggests that 

certain items of the model should be given more weight than others. For example, a 

low score in the motivation category can often be addressed externally by the 

teacher (contextualization). The RETAIN model which is used for evaluation of 

serious games, and which has contributed with items of the proposed model, 

consider the parameter of naturalization (i.e., converting the action of the game into 

spontaneous learning) as the most important one. Naturalization is then followed by 

the parameters of transfer and adaptation (i.e., that the user has to apply acquired 

knowledge). Here, most of the investigated VLs scored relatively low in those three 
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categories, if compared to features of lower impact (such as relevance and 

immersion). That kind of score distribution indicates that much can still be done to 

improve the standard VLs for scientific education.  

Therefore, and with respect to the general aspects of the evaluation model (part 1), 

to consider the investigated VLs ideal for learning:  

 

 They should try to make learning even more spontaneous (naturalization).  
 

 Users should be required to apply the information they collect during the 
different stages of the EVE, in order to be able to advance to a next level in 
the game.  

 

 Engagement for the task is extremely important and it is desirable that users 
are stimulated to repeat playing. This can be achieved by high outer and 
inner motivational features.  

 
 

Different VLs addressed different aspects of scientific literacy. Some of them did it 

more (or better) than others. Interestingly, all aspects of the evaluated items were 

addressed by at least one of the VLs, indicating that in principle VLs can be designed 

to reinforce scientific literacy very well. One can discuss whether the items should be 

weighted within the model, or not. However, since in the end it is necessary to handle 

all process skills equally well, it is proposed that the scientific attributes of the VL are 

given equal weight upon evaluation. The only parameter that should be given special 

importance is the “outcome”-item, which gives the user possibility to design 

experiments, and thus widens the applicability of the VL enormously. Therefore, the 

most important message with respect to part 2 of the proposed model is: 

 

 All process skills required for training scientific literacy can be implemented in 
a VL, and therefore they should be present in an ideal VL for science 
education.  
 

 An open end product is to prefer as it allows for design of experiments. 
 
 

Finally, the proposed evaluation model addresses how the user interacts and 

communicates with the VLs. Although EVEs are considered tools for addressing 

multiple learning styles, it was disappointing to see how little use they make out of 

this advantage. However, one has to keep in mind that some of the evaluated VLs 

are several years old, and that technology has advanced since then. It is believed 

that future VLs will better address this problem. 
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From the implementation of the VLs in the classroom, it was found that high 

importance should be given to whether or not a VL can be used in the native 

language. Although it is important to develop skills in foreign languages, it is believed 

that VL1-3 would have had greater impact on the users if they had been available in 

the Catalan language, rather than in English language alone. Moreover, it was 

experienced that it is very important that the underlying software can be downloaded 

for use offline.  

6.3 Implementation of VL activities in the classroom  

Another question of great importance is how, and when, to best incorporate the EVEs 

in the classroom for optimal results?  

Considering first when to implement VL activities, reference will be made to the 

learning cycle model proposed by Nelson and Nelson (2006), where a complete 

science lesson is built on five fundamental components - engagement, exploration, 

explanation, extension, and evaluation (Nelson & Nelson, 2006). According to that 

model, the VLs 1-3 were used mainly for exploration and explanation. That is, the 

aim of using VL activities was to guide the students to explore and find answers to 

questions raised in the previous engagement phase. Normally, that kind of task is 

often undertaken through traditional laboratory work where the students typically 

work in teams to approach the parameters and information required in order to solve 

a specific scientific problem. With the help of the teacher they can thereafter connect 

the results of the activity to other topics already understood (i.e. making sense of the 

activity). Here, VL activities replaced quite successfully both the traditional laboratory 

work, and some of the teacher explanation to connect old and new knowledge.  

Can the VL activities be incorporated also in the other phases of the learning cycle? 

It is easy to see how some of the VL activities presented here could be perfectly used 

to find applications of the knowledge gained from previous phases (i.e., extension 

phase). As a matter of fact, in this study VL5 was used in this sense, letting the 

students explore the effects of gravitational forces, and the gravitational force 

constant, on a different level from what they had been studying so far. With some 

imagination from the teacher, it is also perfectly possible to use VL activities for 

evaluation purposes. That leaves us with the last phase, engagement (which actually 

is the first one in the learning cycle). Although it may be naturally appealing to use VL 

activities to initially engage the students, the collected experience from this work is 

that it is not recommended that VLs are used merely to gain attention and interest 

from the students. To be able to take full advantage of the potential that VL activities 

can possess, one must typically go much beyond the creation of a “wow”-factor.  

As mentioned above, one also has to consider carefully how to incorporate the VL 

activities into the teaching. Obviously, as with most other activities carried out in the 

classroom, they should not be stand-alone activities, but should be preceded or 

followed by classroom discussion, assignments, and hands-on activities. Probably 

the most common question among people is whether virtual laboratories will replace 
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traditional laboratory work. My personal opinion is that VLs should be thought of 

as a complement to - and not a replacement of - the traditional laboratory work. 

VLs can be an excellent tool to increase the quality of learning in traditional 

laboratory work.  Two examples are given: 

1) With VL1-3, it was shown that students felt that the VLs helped them to better 

understand the work they made in the traditional laboratory. That is, when 

used for pre-laboratory preparation, students were able to capture more 

impressions and details compared to if they had entered the traditional lab 

less prepared.  

2) It is known that many students are anxious about traditional laboratory work10, 

which can impede learning. In this sense it can be an advantage to be able to 

explore the content in a virtual environment, and at a personalized rhythm. 

In the long term, another personal opinion is that the greatest benefit of EVEs will 

be achieved when students themselves can participate in the development of 

the VL. That is a topic that starts to be explored on undergraduate level, but has not 

yet reached secondary school. Still there has to be developed platforms for such 

activities. Such activity holds promise to expose the students to all sorts of creativity 

and cognitive challenges. 

 

6.4 Learning outcome 

The most important aspect of VLs is that the users learn with them. Here, the 

assessment of learning outcome heavily relied on self-reported perception of learning 

by students. Moreover, since no control group was used (this was done by purpose 

to not treat students differently in the classroom), it is difficult to state the final impact 

of the VLs on the learning outcome. However, certain observations made by the 

author of this work can be highlighted: 

 

 VL1-3 contributed positively to prepare students to get the most possible out 
the practical session. In that sense, they contributed to increase the learning 
outcome. 
 

 VL4 and VL5 provided students with unique opportunities to advance their 
knowledge. However, the level of significant learning was widely distributed, 
and is believed to depend much on the students’ maturity. For improved 
learning outcome, it is suggested to work with individualized instructions. 

 

 It is believed that similar levels of learning could have been equally well 
obtained without using VL activities. 
 

                                                      
10

 For different reasons, e.g., working in unfamiliar environments, fear for materials or inexperience with 

machinery, etc. 
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What can be said is that VL1-5 cannot replace the teacher, because the students 

needed guidance to carry through their tasks, although they worked highly 

independently. As expected, students were not fully capable of extracting all essence 

of the content on their own.  Furthermore, it was observed that the students’ previous 

experience of the subject and content influenced the satisfaction of the VL in a 

positive way, indicating that VL activities can be considered an alternative to 

strengthen knowledge. 

6.5 Future work 

There are room improvements of the proposed evaluation model for EVEs. Weighting 

of items has been discussed above. It is also important to establish clear criteria for 

each item, as well as letting different persons evaluate the VLs (here, rating was 

highly subjective). It will be interesting to correlate teacher’s view with the student’s 

perception of the VLs. Some items may overlap (e.g., motivation and immersion, or 

instructions and feedback) and this should be addressed. Since the field of ICT 

advances rapidly, it will be important to adjust the model to new circumstances. 

Personally I will focus on developing new and better VLs for science education, 

relying on proposed evaluation model upon designing the EVEs. If I should ever work 

as science teacher in secondary school, VL will definitely play a role in education. It 

will not be a fundamental part of the learning process, but rather used as an 

alternative to address issues such as motivation, exploration, extension, and also 

evaluation. 
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8. Appendices 

8.1 Appendix A: Examples of EVEs for science teaching 

 

EVE Short Description 

Immune 
Attack11 

 
The player navigates through a 3D environment of blood vessels and 
connective tissue to save an ailing patient by retraining her non-
functional immune cells.  Along the way, the player learns about 
biological processes that enable white blood cells to detect and fight 
infections. 
 

 
 

The 
Blood 
Typing 
Game12  

 
The gamers’ job is to decide what blood type that patients in urgent 
need of blood transfusions belong to,.  

 
 

                                                      
11

 http://www.fas.org/immuneattack/. Retrieved May 1st, 2012. 
12

 http://www.nobelprize.org/educational/medicine/bloodtypinggame/game/index.html Retrieved May 1st, 2012. 

http://www.fas.org/immuneattack/
http://www.nobelprize.org/educational/medicine/bloodtypinggame/game/index.html
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Pendulum 
Lab13 

 
The user can design experiments to describe how variables affect the 
motion of a pendulum. 
 

 
  

                                                      
13

 http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/pendulum-lab Retrieved May 1st, 2012. 

 

http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/pendulum-lab
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8.2 Appendix B: Questionnaire for students in group I 

 

Dades generals 

   Ciències  

   Socials  

   Masculí 

   Femení 

Nota anglés  
                         ……… 

Familiaritat amb les noves tecnologies 

 
Totalment 

en desacord 
En 

desacord 

Ni en 
desacord 
ni d’acord 

D’acord Totalment 
d’acord 

Em sento còmode utilitzant recursos 
d’internet 

     

M’agrada treballar amb ordinadors      

Estic acostumat a treballar amb 
ordinadors a l’escola 

     

 

 
He explorat un o més dels laboratoris virtuals  (individualment o en 
grups petits) 
 
(Si no els has utilitzat en absolut, pots anar directament a la part B) 
 

He treballat sobre tot amb … 

 

    L’extracció d’ADN ( = tasca 1) 
 

    PCR ( = tasca 2) 
 

    Electroforesi ( = tasca 3) 
 

Motivació 
 Totalment 

en 
desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
M’agrada la idea d’explorar el procés 
de l’anàlisi del DNA amb laboratoris 
virtuals 
 

     

 
Penso que m’he esforçat per entendre 
el laboratori virtual i com  treballar amb 
ell 
 

      

 
He vist el laboratori virtual més d’una 
vegada 
 

     

 
També he vist un o més dels 
laboratoris virtuals que no corresponien 
a la meva tasca 
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Motivació 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
He disfrutat més fent servir els 
laboratoris virtuals per posar en 
pràctica el protocol, que si hagués 
estat buscant les respostes en  un llibre 
de text o a Internet  
 

     

 
He parlat sobre els laboratoris virtuals 
amb algú de fora de la classe (per 
exemple, amb la família o un amic) 
 

     

Comprensió 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
Els laboratoris virtuals i les qüestions 
m’han ajudat a entendre el treball que 
es fa als laboratoris reals 
 

     

 
El laboratori virtual m’ha ajudat a 
clarificar conceptes de l’anàlisi del DNA 
 

     

 
El laboratori virtual m’ha ajudat a 
entendre els continguts de la classe 
 

     

 
He pogut contestar les questions sense 
ajuda del professor, i sense consultar 
altres fonts d’informació    
 

     

 
La demostració que va fer el professor  
sobre el laboratori era necessaria per 
entendre’n l’objectiu   
 

     

 
He hagut de prendre més 
responsabilitat per aprendre/prestar 
més atenció  que quan llegeixo un text 
o escolto les explicacions del 
professor… 
 

     

 
El laboratori virtual ha estat una eina 
útil per aprendre coses que no coneixia 
abans 
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Comprensió 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
Els laboratoris virtuals + les qüestions 
m’han ajudat a entendre millor el que 
feiem al laboratori real la darrera sessió 
 

     

 
Has tingut la sensació que estaves 
aprenent mentres exploraves el 
laboratori virtual? 
 

     

 

Característiques del laboratori virtual 
 
Com descriuries el laboratori virtual amb que has treballat més? 

 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

Divertit d’explorar      

Difícil d’entendre      

Molt útil per aprendre      

Avorrit       

Massa llarg      

Engrescador      

Confús      

Em feia pensar      

 
Si he necessitat l’ajuda del professor era sobre tot perque: 

No entenia els conceptes científics      

No entenia les instruccions en anglés      

Hi havia problemes tècnics per fer-ho 
funcionar  

     

 
 

 

No he fet servir cap dels laboratoris virtuals perque… 

 
Totalment 

en desacord 
En 

desacord 

Ni en 
desacord 
ni d’acord 

D’acord Totalment 
d’acord 

No m’interessava el tema       

M’estimo més aprendre amb altres 
mitjans (per exemple, llibres de text, 
les explicacions del professor ...) 

     

Els laboratoris virtuals no són per 
aprendre “en sèrio” 

     

Altres raons  
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Altres comentaris 
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8.3 Appendix C: Questionnaire for students in group II 

   Femení         Masculí         

Las siguientes preguntas están relacionadas sobre todo con los dos laboratorios virtuales que 
hemos explorado en clase: 
 
Laboratorio Virtual 1 = Simulación 1 = Masas y muelles 
 
Laboratorio Virtual 2 = Simulación 2 = Gravedad y órbitas (la Luna y la Tierra) 
 
 

La teva familiaritat amb les noves tecnologies 

 
Totalment 

en desacord 
En 

desacord 

Ni en 
desacord 
ni d’acord 

D’acord Totalment 
d’acord 

 
Em sento còmode utilitzant recursos 
d’internet 
 

     

 
M’agrada treballar amb ordinadors 
 

     

 
Estic acostumat a treballar amb ordinadors 
a l’escola 
 

     

 

Laboratori Virtual: Motivació 
 Totalment 

en 
desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
M’agrada la idea d’explorar els continguts 
de ciència amb laboratoris virtuals 
 

     

 
M’he hagut d’esforçar per entendre els 
laboratoris virtuals i com  treballar amb ells 
 

      

 
He disfrutat més fent servir els laboratoris 
virtuals per explorar els continguts, que si 
hagués fet servir el llibre de text  
 

     

 
Penso que he treballat millor a classe quan 
hem utilitzat els laboratoris virtuals, que 
quan hem fet altres activitats (classes més 
normals) 
 

     

 
He explorat o utilitzat alguna vegada els 
laboratoris virtuals a fora de la classe 
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He parlat sobre els laboratoris virtuals amb 
algú de fora de la classe (per exemple, 
amb la família o un amic) 
 

     

 
M’estimo més aprendre amb altres mitjans 
(per exemple, llibres de text, les 
explicacions del professor ...) 
 

     

 

Laboratori Virtual: Comprensió 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

 
Els laboratoris virtuals han tractat 
conceptes nous que no coneixia abans  
 

     

 
Els laboratoris virtuals m’han ajudat a 
entendre els conceptes tractats (la llei de 
Hooke i la força gravitatoria) 
 

     

 
Penso que he entés allò que el profesor  
vol que comprengui amb els laboratoris 
virtuals  
 

     

 
He tingut la sensació que estava aprenent 
mentres explorava el laboratori virtual 
 

     

 
He hagut de prendre més responsabilitat 
per aprendre que quan només llegeixo un 
text o escolto les explicacions del 
professor… 
 

     

 
He pogut realitzar la pràctica sense ajuda 
del professor 
 

     

 
Si tingués que refer la mateixa simulació un  
altra vegada, ara em resultaria més fàcil 
realitzar-la. 
 

     

 
Vaig mirar els laboratoris virtuals per 
preparar-me el examen 
 

     

 
Penso que els laboratoris virtuals no són 
per comprendre i aprendre “en sèrio” 
 

     

Prefereixo fer pràctiques normals (reals) al 
laboratorio de l’institut, que virtuals  
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Característiques del laboratoris virtuals 

 
Com descriuries el laboratori virtual 1 (masses i molles)? 

 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

Divertit d’explorar      

Difícil d’entendre      

Molt útil per aprendre      

Massa llarg      

Em motiva      

Em feia pensar      

Realista      

 
Si he necessitat l’ajuda del professor era sobre tot perque: 

No vaig entendre com manipular el 
programa 

     

No vaig entrendre els conceptes cientifics      

Hi havia problemes tècnics per fer-ho 
funcionar  

     

 
Com descriuries el laboratori virtual 2 (gravitació i la orbita de la Lluna)? 

 

 Totalment 
en 

desacord 

En 
desacord 

Ni en 
desacord ni 

d’acord 
D’acord Totalment 

d’acord 

Divertit d’explorar      

Difícil d’entendre      

Molt útil per aprendre      

Massa llarg      

Em motiva      

Em feia pensar      

Realista      

 
Si he necessitat l’ajuda del professor era sobre tot perque: 

No vaig entendre com manipular el 
programa 

     

No vaig entrendre els conceptes cientifics      

Hi havia problemes tècnics per fer-ho 
funcionar  

     

 
 

Gràcies per la teva ajuda! 
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8.4 Appendix D: Questions related to VL1 – VL3 
 

VL Questions 

1 

a) Per a què es pot utilitzar l'anàlisi d'ADN? 

b) D'on es pot obtenir l'ADN per analitzar? 

c) En què consisteix la solució de lisi, i per què s'afegeix a la mostra de 
cèl-lules? 

d) També s'afegeix una solució de sal a la mostra de cèl-lules. Per què? 

e) Al final s'afegeix alcohol a la mostra de cèl-lules. Per què? 

f) Finalment, feu una breu síntesi de les passes importants per aïllar l'ADN 
d una prova biològica 

2 

a) Què vol dir PCR? 

b) Què aconseguim després de fer el PCR? 

c) En què es basa el PCR? 

d) Quins “reactius” són necessaris per fer un PCR? 

e) Quines condicions són necessàries per fer un PCR? 

f) Quines aplicacions té aquesta tècnica? 

g) Quí va guanyar el premi Nobel per crear aquesta tècnica? 

3 

a) Què són els enzims de restricció? 

b) Per a què serveixen els enzims de restricció? 

c) Com treballen els enzims de restricció? 

d) Per què necessitem tallar l'ADN de les mostres? 

e) Què és l'electroforesi? 

f) Quan fiquem una mostra d'ADN a una placa d'electroforesi, quins són 
els components que separa aquest procés? 

g) Per què es separen els diferents components de la mostra d'ADN? 

h) Quines són les mostres que "sembrem" en la placa d'electroforesis? 

i) Per què s'ha de revelar les plaques després de la separació? 

j) Quin criteri es segueix per comparar les mostres? 
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8.5 Appendix E: Written instructions for VL4 
 

Simulació 1 - Masses i Molles 

Noms: ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Si feu bé aquesta simulació, rebreu 12 punts per a l’examen (max 100) 

 

Si voleu mirar la pràctica a casa, podeu accedir-hi des d’aquest enllaç: 

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/mass-spring-lab/mass-spring-lab_es.html 

 

 

 

Paraules claus: llei de Hooke; pes; constant de gravetat; tercera llei de Newton 

 

 

Part 1 – Anàlisi de forces 

 

1) Calcula el pes dels tres pesos d’abaix, i indica amb vectors la força gravitatoria i la força 

normal que actúen sobre cadascun dels tres pesos quan es troben en repós sobre el terra. 

(Aprofita la quadrícula per indicar correctament la longitud relativa de les forces).   

 

Com és la força total (resultant) en cada cas?        

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Amb els pesos en repós, ¿hi ha equilibri de forces? 

 

…………………..........................................................................................................................E 

 

 

 

 

Massa Pes Força normal 

unitat = ……… unitat = ……… unitat = ……… 

   

   

   

 

Compte amb les unitats SI! 

 

  

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/mass-spring-lab/mass-spring-lab_es.html
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Ara analitzarem amb detall com els pesos afecten a les molles. Primer hauríem d’estudiar les forces que 

actúen sobre el sistema. Per experiència, tots sabem que una molla és elàstica. Si l’apretem, tendeix a 

estirar-se en contra de nosaltres. Si la estirem, llavors es contrau i ens empaita cap a ella. En altres 

paraules, una molla exerceix una força sobre l’objecte que es troba unit amb ella, sempre en la manera que 

tendeix a recuperar la seva forma inicial. Aquesta força que fa la molla quan la estirem o la apretem és la 

força elàstica.  

 

Com n’és de gran, aquesta força elàstica? Per contestar aquesta qüestió, hem d’entendre la tercera llei de 

Newton
14

: 

 

 

Si un cos exerceix una força (acció) sobre un altre, aquest segon cos també farà una força sobre el 

primer – reacció – que tindrà el mateix mòdul i la mateixa direcció, però sentit contrari. 

 

 

La tercera llei de Newton ens diu que quan el pes exerceix una força sobre la molla, la molla també fa una 

força sobre el pes, en la mateixa direcció, però en sentit contrari. 

 

 

                                                      
14

 Més endavant també estudiarem la primera i la segona llei de Newton. 
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2) Col-loca un pes en una de les molles, i espera fins que no es mogui més la molla (equilibri). 

Dibuixa les forces que actúen sobre el pes, i també dibuixa la força que actúa sobre la molla 

(dos dibuixos diferents): 

 

 

 
 

3) La tercera llei de Newton es pot aplicar a qualsevol força. És a dir, les forces sempre 

apareixen per parelles. No pot existir una força aïllada. Si hi ha acció, també hi ha reacció. 

En els següents casos, explica breument quina creieu que és la parella de forces (acció – 

reacció)? 

 

Podeu consultar el llibre de text 
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Part 2 - Anàlisi de la llei de Hooke 
 

4) Explora com s’extén la molla quan hi pengeu els 

diferents pesos. Fes les mesures necessàries, i apunta els 

valors en la següent taula:  

(compte amb les unitats SI!) 

 

Massa Pes 

(Fgrav = mg) 

Estirament de la 

molla (y) 

 0 g   

50 g   

100 g   

250 g   

  

 

5) Ara cambia la rigidesa de la molla 3 a “dura”. Repeteix 

les mesures del punt 4). 

 

Rigidesa de la molla 3 = dura 

Massa Pes 

(Fgrav = mg) 

Estirament de la 

molla (y) 

0 g   

50 g   

100 g   

250 g   

 

 
                                                                                                                          Paràmetres per l’exercici 5 
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6) Fes els gràfics “pes – estirament” amb les dades de la taules. 

 

  
             

               Gràfica 1 (rigidesa de la molla = “normal”)                        Gràfica 2 (rigidesa de la molla = “dura”) 
 

 

7) Quina mena de gráfiques son? Explica amb paraules quina diferencia hi ha entre les dues 

gráfiques?  

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

8) Amb ajuda de les gráfiques, endevina el pes i la massa dels pesos vermells del laboratori 

virtual (compte amb les unitats SI): 

 

Massa Estirament de la 

molla (y) 

Pes 

(F = mg) 

Massa 

Vermell    

Verd    

Marró    

 

9) Emplena els espais buits del següent text: 

 

 

Al segle XVII, un cientific anglès, Robert Hooke, va observar que la força que es 

necessita per estirar o comprimir una molla és ___________________  (dins d’uns 

limits) a l’estirament o compressió efectuat. Es a dir, quan es penja una massa (m) 

d’una molla, l’estirament (y) que causa és proporcional al seu _______.  

 

La constant de proporcionalitat depèn de la  _________________ de la molla. Com 

més rígida (dura) és la molla, _________  s’estira. Per tant, una molla “dura” té una 

constant de proporcionalitat _________________ que una molla “tova”. 

 

Aquesta propietat de les molles és la que serveix de base del funcionament dels 

_______________, es a dir, els instruments que utilitzem per mesurar les forces. 
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10) Com es podria descriure matemàticament la relació entre Fmolla i y?  

(Això és la llei de Hooke) 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

Robert Hooke – el gran enemic de Isaac Newton 
 

Com pot una cosa invisible fer una força? Com 

pot tenir un poder atractiu? Descartes deia que 

hi deu haver algun mitjà a l’atmosfera a través 

del qual actua la gravetat. Robert Hooke 

opinava que no cal que hi hagi res de res. Quan 

va especular que podia existir alguna mena de 

“acció a distància”, pensava, per exemple, en 

com actua el magnetisme i els imants. Isaac 

Newton també va descriure la gravetat com una 

acció a distància, i probablement va prendre la 

idea de Hooke. 

Newton odiava Hooke, pero es va inspirar en 

moltes de les seves idees, i les va millorar. 

Hooke era un científic de primera fila, i la 

antipatia de Newton envers ell probablement es 

devia al fet que li costava admetre que s’havia basat en treballs anteriors de Hooke 

per crear les seves teories. Pero en Hooke també podia tenir molt mal geni, i 

Newton no va ser el primer, ni l’últim dels seus adversaris. 

 
From: The Story of Science, Newton at the Center (Joy Hakim) 

 

 

Part 3 – Anem a un altre planeta 

 

11) Explica breument què passaria si fem les mateixes mesures en situació d’ingravidesa (g = 0)? Ho 

podeu provar canviant els paràmetres del programa.  

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

12) L’estirament que origina una determinada massa depèn de la gravetat del planeta. Observant 

como és l’estirament de la molla, què podem dir de la gravetat de la Lluna? És superior o inferior 

a la gravetat de la Terra? 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

Al final, que ha estat el més important que heu aprés avui treballant amb aquest laboratori virtual? 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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8.6 Appendix F: Written instructions for VL5 

 

Simulació 2 – La força gravitatòria universal 

Noms: ………………………………………………………………………………… 

Data:  ……………………  Punts:   …………/…(12)...…. 

Fitxer:  Escritori / Simulations / gravity-and_orbits_es 

 

Si feu bé aquesta simulació, rebreu 12 punts per a l’examen (max 100) 

 

Si voleu mirar la pràctica a casa, podeu accedir-hi des d’aquest enllaç: 

 

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/mass-spring-lab/gravity-and-orbits_es.html 

 

 

 

Paraules claus: constant de gravetat; gravitació universal; lleis de Newton 

 

 

Part 1a - El pes 

 

Anomenem pes d’un cos la força gravitatòria que la Terra exerceix sobre el cos. 

 

Com ja sabeu, es calcula el pes d’un cos amb la següent fórmula:  

 

Fpes = mg, (g = 9.8 N/kg) 
 

 

És a dir, hem de fer una força de _____________  para aixecar un cos de 1 kg de la Terra.  

 

Part 1b - La caiguda lliure 

 

Tos sabem que la Terra atreu els cossos amb massa cap a la seva superfície.  

 

A la caiguda lliure, la unica força que hi actua es la força gravitatòria (suposem que no hi ha forces de 

fregament). Llavors, la força total (Ftot) és: 

 

Ftot = mg 
 

 

Al mateix temps, la segona llei de Newton diu
15

:  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

                                                      
15

 Podeu consultar el llibre (o el material de la pàgina web: https://sites.google.com/site/lamallolafisica/home) 

 

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/mass-spring-lab/gravity-and-orbits_es.html
https://sites.google.com/site/lamallolafisica/home
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

També, es pot resumir la segona llei de Newton amb una formula molt senzilla: 

 

 

 

…………………………… 

 

Amb la força resultant Ftot = mg, i la segona llei de Newton, podem escriure:  

 

ma = mg 

o bé, 

a = g 
 

Hem arribat a dues conclusions molt importants: (heu d’emplenar els espais buits): 

 

 

 L’acceleració de un cos exposat a la gravetat és independent de la seva massa. És a dir, tots els 

cossos caurán amb _____________ acceleració. 

 

 La unitat de g (N/kg) també es pot escriure _____________________ 

 

 

 

Però, com és que g té aquest valor? Ara ho veurem… 
 

 

Part 1c - La força gravitatòria universal 

 

Estem a l’any 1666. Òbviament, la gent sap que els cossos cauen cap a la Terra. Però ningú sap perquè…  

 

Fou Sir Isaac Newton qui finalment va descobrir la llei de la gravitació universal. Es diu universal 

perque es pot aplicar a tots tipus de material. El mateix any va formular les seves lleis del movimentt. 

Aquests treball ens ajudarà a entendre millor que passa amb la gravetat i les forces gravitatòries.  

 

En primer lloc, recordem la llei de gravitació de Newton: dues partícules (amb massa m1 i massa m2, 

respectivament) sempre s’atreuen una a l’altra amb una força dirigida al llarg de la línia que uneix els seus 

centres.  

 

 

La magnitud de la força és proporcional al producte de les masses i disminueix amb la inversa del quadrat 

de la distància entre les partícules. Expressada amb paraules, la llei sembla complicada i difícil d’aplicar. 

Però matemàticament. la podem reduïr a una fòrmula molt senzilla: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2

21

distancia

massamassa
 iagravitatòrconstant 


iagravitatòrF
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La fòrmula d’adalt vol dir que Fgravitatòria [creix o disminueix] quan … (heu de marcar amb un x) 

 

 Fgravitatòria 
 

creix 

Fgravitatòria 
 

disminueix 

…la distancia entre els dos cossos augmenta   

…les masses augmenten   

 

 

 

 

 

 

El paràmetre G (la constant) sempre té aquest valor: 6,67  10
-11

 Nm
2
/kg

2
, i en el cas que la Terra sigui un 

dels cossos, tenim aquestes dades: 

 

Parametre Valor Unitat 

m1 = massa terra 5,98  10
24

 kg 

d = radi terra 6,37  10
6
 m 

 

Si un altre cos està relativament a prop de la superfície de la Terra, podem suposar que d es constant. 

 

Ara, calcula el producte de aquestes dades, i indica la unitat:  

 

 

 

 

 

De què us sona aquest valor? 

 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

Doncs, ja hem arribat a un parell de conclusions molt importants: 

 

 

 El valor de g canvia en l’univers. Per això, el pes d’un cos també _______ a l’univers. 

 

 Es pot calcular g a qualsevol lloc si sabem ________ del planeta i el seu _______ 

 

 

 

[Amb aquesta informació podeu fer la activitat lliure 6 (a casa)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2

21

d

mm
GF iagravitatòr





2

1

d

m
Gconstant
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Part 2 – Simulació 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sembla extrany, no? 

 

Si una poma sempre cau cap a la superfície de la Terra, 

com pot ser que la Terra no cau cap al sol? 

 

 

 

Per resoldre aquest dubte, estudiarem el sistema Lluna-Terra amb el programari indicat a l’inici d’aquest 

document. Primer, poseu els “settings” com a la figura a baix. 

 

1) Descriu i representa amb vectors la força gravitatòria entre la Lluna i la Terra. Com són? 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

“Settings” recomanats per fer la pràctica                     Aquí podeu dibuixar les forces de gravetat 

 

 
 

La força que provoca la caiguda dels 

cossos és la mateixa força que manté 

girant els planetes al voltant del Sol. 
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2) Sense canviar els “settings” inicials, quin tipus de moviment fa la Lluna amb respecte a la Terra?  

Descriu com canvia la força gravitatòria i la velocitat durant la trajectòria? 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

3) Ara, canvia la velocitat inicial de la Lluna (arrossegant el vector v). Explica amb paraules què 

pasa amb el moviment de la Lluna en aquests casos: 

a) b) 

 
 

……………………………………….. 

 

……………………………………….. 

 

 
……………………………………….. 

 

……………………………………….. 

 

c) d) 

 
 

……………………………………….. 

 

……………………………………….. 

 

 

 
 

……………………………………….. 

 

……………………………………….. 
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Mitjançant un experiment imaginari, Newton va arribar a la conclusió que la força que provoca la 

caiguda dels cossos és la mateixa força que manté girant els planetes al voltant del Sol, i la 

Lluna al voltant la Terra. 
 

 

Newton va imaginar un canó al cim d’una 

muntanya increíblement alta.  

 

 Si es dispara un canó horitzontalment, 

com es mostra a la dreta, caurà cap al terra 

en un punt (A). 

 

 Si disparem amb més força (i per tant, 

amb més velocitat), la bola viatjarà més 

lluny, però encara caurà cap al terra a (B). 

 

 Que passaria si poguéssim  disparar el 

canó tan lluny que caigués just sota la 

corva de la Terra com a (C)? Bé, llavors 

es convertiria en un satèl-lit – un objecte 

en òrbita al voltant de la Terra. Mentre la 

bola de canó - satèl-lit mantingui la seva 

velocitat orbital, estarà caient eternament, 

sense arribar a tocar mai el terra. 

 

 

 

 

 

Quina és la condició bàsica que permet a la Lluna orbitar la Terra en presència de la gravetat, i sense caure 

directament cap a la Terra? 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

(Fixeu-vos a la imatge de la capçalera de la pàgina web de la unitat didàctica. Es la imatge que va fer el 

Newton per illustrar el seu experiment imaginari.) 

 

La gravitació és encara un gran misteri per els físicos 
 

Tot i que Newton ha resolt moltes dubtes sobre la 

gravetat, els científics encara no saben que és la força 

gravitatòria.  

 

La prestigiosa revista científica Science va publicar el 

2005 una llista de 125 preguntas científiques encara sense 

resoldre. Entre elles, es troba l’origen de la gravitació, i 

com es relaciona amb les altres forces fonamentals (la 

força electromagnètica i les forces nuclears). 
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8.7 Appendix G: Subjective quantitative evaluation of VLs by the author 

VL A – Chemistry 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 
1 Exceptional contribution 2 The activities in this VL can be perfectly reproduced in a real laboratory with relatively simple means 
2 Motivation 2 No special inner or outer motivation; It is easy to get negative results 
3 Relevance 4 Clear didactic aim and highly relevant content, but with few cognitive challenges 

4 Embedding 3 
The learning is a relatively passive process (highly instruction-based), 
The message is very clear. Difficulties can be overcome. 

5 Transfer 2 The user does not have to use the data/information obtained during the game 
6 Adaptation 2 Few connections to real-life experiences for the students;  
7 Immersion 3 The user is instructed on what is going on, but participates little in the action 
8 Naturalization 3 It is possible for the user to assume the aim, but it is not necessary reinforced. 

9 Scientific setting 5 Realistic environment, equipment and materials. 
10 Scientific vocabulary 4 Use of scientific terms (material, chemical reactions, etc). No deeper explanations are made. 
11 Observation 4 Highly based on visual observation of material and of chemical reactions. 

12 Inference 3 
Observations are not very well explained based on scientific theories (why is there production of gas, change of 
pH, etc). 

13 Prediction 5 The student has to make a hypothesis before starting the experiment. 

14 Investigation 3 
Two separate experiments are made to follow up the initial observations, but the student does not interfere in 
the design 

15 Conclusion 5 The user draws conclusions based on observations made, and relates it to the initial hypothesis. 
16 Outcome 2 There will always be the same outcome of the experiment 

17 Instructions 3 Rich text-based instructions, but it is not always 100% clear what one has to do. 
18 Language 3 Only available in native language (Catalan) 
19 Sound 1 No sound available. 
20 Outline 4 The outline is presented upon starting the experiment, and indicated throughout the work. 
21 Interaction 4 Easy interaction with mouse or keyboard. 
22 Feedback 4 There is text-based feedback upon both positive and negative interaction. 
23 Control 4 The user can (often, but not always) step forward and backward in the VL. 
24 Speed 5 The user decides completely the speed of action. 
25 Help 3 Help button exist on some pages 
26 Personalization 1 No possibility to personalize the experience 
27 Download 1 Impossible to download and run offline 
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VL B – Biology 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 2 The proposed activity can be perfectly made in real-life 

2 Motivation 2 No special inner or outer motivation; It is easy to get negative results 

3 Relevance 5 Clear didactic aim and highly relevant content, and with cognitive challenges 

4 Embedding 4 
The learning is a relatively active process, and proceeds as the player advances with the VL. Message is clear, 
and the difficulties are on an appropriate level 

5 Transfer 2 The user is not specifically required to use knowledge/material acquired during the activity 

6 Adaptation 4 Can be connected to real-life situations, and contrasted with earlier knowledge 

7 Immersion 4 The user is constantly asked to make decisions in order to proceed the experiment 

8 Naturalization 4 Users get  good view of how disease propagates, and can easily relate it to reality 

9 Scientific setting 5 Realistic environment, equipment and materials. 

10 Scientific vocabulary 4 Use of scientific terms (material, chemical reactions, etc). No deeper explanations are made. 

11 Observation 4 The user has to observe the results of different reaction products; 

12 Inference 5 The user has to connect the outcome of the chemical reaction with the source of infection 

13 Prediction 5 The student has to make a hypothesis before starting the experiment 
14 Investigation 3 Different combinations of contaminants can be tested 

15 Conclusion 5 The user draws conclusions based on observations made, and relates it to the initial hypothesis. 
16 Outcome 3 The outcome depends on the action by the user, but is limited to a certain level 

17 Instructions 3 Rich text-based instructions, but it is not always 100% clear what one has to do. 

18 Language 3 Only available in the native language (Catalan) 

19 Sound 1 No sound available. 

20 Outline 4 The outline is presented upon starting the experiment, and indicated throughout the work. 

21 Interaction 4 Easy interaction with mouse or keyboard. 

22 Feedback 4 There is text-based feedback upon both positive and negative interaction. 

23 Control 4 The user can (often, but not always) step forward and backward in the VL. 

24 Speed 5 The user decides completely the speed of action. 

25 Help 3 Help button exist on some pages 

26 Personalization 1 No possibility to personalize the experience 

27 Download 1 Impossible to download and run offline 
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VL 1 - DNA Extraction 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 5 
Representation of invisible biological and chemical processes; use of material that is not always accessible in a 
normal laboratory in secondary school 

2 Motivation 3 
No outer motivation. 
Inner motivation: the story and presentation of the material creates interest to finish the VL 

3 Relevance 4 The content can be easily connected with reality, and linked to didactic interests. Few or no challenges. 
4 Embedding 4 The learning happens as action is taken, and the message is very clear. 
5 Transfer 2 The user is not asked to use the data/information obtained; little need for interpretation of actions 
6 Adaptation 4 It is possible for the user to make connections between presented information, and real-life situations 
7 Immersion 4 The user is constantly asked to make decisions in order to proceed the experiment 
8 Naturalization 3 Users get a fairly good view of the overall process of DNA extraction, and can easily relate it to reality 

9 Scientific setting 5 Highly authentic representation of laboratory work 
10 Scientific vocabulary 5 Several different concepts and terms are introduced both visually and in written form 
11 Observation 5 Excellent visualization of some biomolecular processes 
12 Inference 2 The user is not directly asked to explain the observations made and the actions taken 
13 Prediction 1 No prediction has to be made 

14 Investigation 1 
No follow up on observations; 
Freedom to explore the lab and its material. But only one outcome is allowed. 

15 Conclusion 1 No summary and no conclusions are made 
16 Outcome 2 Always the same outcome 

17 Instructions 4 Clear text-based instructions (difficult to fail). 
18 Language 2 Only available in English language 
19 Sound 2 Sound effects upon action (can be annoying) 
20 Outline 4 Very clear outline (7-step introduction followed by 4-step action protocol) 

21 Interaction 4 Easy interaction with mouse. 
22 Feedback 3 No feedback upon negative interaction. 
23 Control 5 The user can freely step forward and backward in the VL. 
24 Speed 5 The user decides completely the speed of action. 
25 Help 1 Nothing 
26 Personalization 1 Nothing 
27 Download 2 No official download option available, but it can be done 
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VL 2 - PCR  
 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 5 
Representation of invisible biological and chemical processes; use of material that is not always accessible in a 
normal laboratory in secondary school 

2 Motivation 5 
High inner motivation (thrilling crime scene story), with some elements of outer motivation (answering questions 
on time). The user must keep focus all the time. 

3 Relevance 3 The content covers a small area of the curriculum. Requires much prior knowledge. 

4 Embedding 3 
The learning is separated into two parts (lecture + lab). First part can be skipped, but then the second part 
becomes more difficult, The first part is very passive  

5 Transfer 3 The user can gain knowledge in part 1, which is used in part 2 (but it is not necessary) 

6 Adaptation 3 
The presented material is quite technical, and requires a certain level of knowledge to apply in other situations 
than the one presented here. 

7 Immersion 4 Continuous instructions from game characters is supposed to keep the user active 
8 Naturalization 2 Spontaneous learning requires high prior knowledge 

9 Scientific setting 4 Comic-style representation of laboratory work 
10 Scientific vocabulary 5 Several different concepts and terms are introduced visually and in written form 
11 Observation 3 Passive reading; simple exploration of material in the laboratory 
12 Inference 2 The user is not directly asked to explain the observations made and the actions taken 
13 Prediction 2 The lecturer asks several questions that should be answered (can be skipped) 

14 Investigation 1 
Do not require any logical thinking, (trial-and-error); 
Freedom to explore the lab and its material. But only one outcome is allowed. 

15 Conclusion 1 There is a clear end of the game, but no scientific conclusions are made.  
16 Outcome 2 Always the same outcome 

17 Instructions 3 Highly text-based instructions, not always 100% clear. 
18 Language 2 Only available in English language 
19 Sound 3 Background music (irrelevant) 
20 Outline 2 First part (timeline, do not work very well), Second part: no outline 
21 Interaction 4 Clear Interaction with mouse, and through written text 
22 Feedback 4 Written feedback upon both positive and negative interaction. 
23 Control 1 The user cannot move back and forth in the VL. 
24 Speed 2 It is complicated to control the speed of the first part 
25 Help 5 Excellent instructions are available if needed 
26 Personalization 3 The user enters his/her name when starting the game 
27 Download 2 No official download option available, but it can be done 
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VL 3 – Electrophoresis 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 5 
Representation of invisible biological and chemical processes; use of material that is not always accessible in a 
normal laboratory in secondary school 

2 Motivation 2 No outer motivation; few or no challenges. 
3 Relevance 3 The content covers a small area of the curriculum. Requires certain prior knowledge. 
4 Embedding 3 The user gets a clear introduction to the topic, and can thereafter explore the different steps in more detail. 
5 Transfer 3 The user is supposed to apply the information acquired in the lecture to be able to finish the game. 

6 Adaptation 3 
The presented material is quite technical, and requires a certain level of knowledge to apply in other situations 
than the one presented here. 

7 Immersion 4 The user is constantly asked to make decisions in order to proceed the experiment 

8 Naturalization 3 
With enough prior knowledge, it is perfectly possible that the user assumes the didactic aim of the VL while 
playing. 

9 Scientific setting 4 Old-style computer-graphic inspired representation of laboratory work. Some parts very well illustrated. 
10 Scientific vocabulary 5 Several different concepts and terms are introduced visually and in written form 
11 Observation 4 Demonstration and active exploration of the material in the laboratory 
12 Inference 5 The user analyzes the stained gel 
13 Prediction 1 No predictions are made 
14 Investigation 1 Freedom to explore the lab and its material, but no design of experiments  
15 Conclusion 3 The user applies his/her gained knowledge to interpret a stained gel. 
16 Outcome 2 Always the same outcome 

17 Instructions 3 Highly text-based instructions. 
18 Language 2 Only available in English language 
19 Sound 2 Sound effects (ridiculous) 
20 Outline 4 Clear; user always knows what has been done, and what is left to do 
21 Interaction 4 Clear Interaction with mouse, and through written text 
22 Feedback 4 Written feedback upon both positive and negative interaction. 
23 Control 4 The user can move back and forth in the VL (second part). 
24 Speed 3 It is complicated to control the speed of the first part (short), then full control 
25 Help 1 Nothing 
26 Personalization 1 Nothing 
27 Download 2 No official download option available, but it can be done 
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VL 4 – Masses and Springs 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 5 Permits the user to make experiments in different conditions of  gravity (e.g., zero) 
2 Motivation 1 No outer nor inner motivation 

3 Relevance 4 
Clear didactic aim for the teacher, but not for the student. Highly relevant content, and with cognitive 
challenges 

4 Embedding 2 There is no story to engage the user, and it does not create much interest for learning. 
5 Transfer 1 Learning is not specifically awarded or tested, and the user does not have to apply information. 
6 Adaptation 3 The VL can help the user to understand certain phenomena (spring scale, gravity, etc) 
7 Immersion 2 No instructions, the user has to explore everything by himself/herself 
8 Naturalization 3 With simple instructions, it is perfectly possible that the user assumes the didactic aim of the VL while playing.  

9 Scientific setting 4 Graphic-style setting, simple but fair. 
10 Scientific vocabulary 3 No emphasis on explaining vocabulary. VL includes certain scientific terms 
11 Observation 5 Highly visual.  Tools are available to make measurements 
12 Inference 5 Observations can lay ground for explanations of different phenomena related to, for example,  gravitation 
13 Prediction 1 No predictions are made 
14 Investigation 5 Possible to design experiments 
15 Conclusion 2 The user has to make his/her own conclusion based  on the experiments made 
16 Outcome 5 Depends completely on the actions taken by the student 

17 Instructions 2 Minimal amount of instructions 
18 Language 5 Available in 38 languages, including Spanish 
19 Sound 2 Ridiculous sound effects (irrelevant) 
20 Outline 3 Clear overview; one-scheme setting 
21 Interaction 4 Clear Interaction with mouse 
22 Feedback 2 Visual feedback that the user has to interpret 
23 Control 5 The user has freedom to run experiments over and over again without interruptions 
24 Speed 5 The user decides completely the speed of action. 
25 Help 5 Excellent guide to use the software 
26 Personalization 3 The user can determine certain settings (colors, activation and use of specific tools) 
27 Download 5 Can be downloaded and run offline 
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VL 5 – Gravity and the Lunar orbit 

 Parameter Rank Explanation 

1 Exceptional contribution 5 Gives an excellent overview of astronomic events that cannot be visualized by man in real-life. 
2 Motivation 1 No outer nor inner motivation 

3 Relevance 4 
Clear didactic aim for the teacher, but not for the student. Highly relevant content, and with cognitive 
challenges 

4 Embedding 2 There is no story to engage the user, and does not create much interest for learning. 

5 Transfer 2 
Learning is not specifically awarded or tested, and the user does not have to apply information. 
It is good that different environments can be used to explore the same concepts. 

6 Adaptation 2 
The presented simulations can help the user to interpret common phenomena in real life (e.g. circular motion 
and free fall), but it is not included in the VL. 

7 Immersion 2 No instructions, the user has to explore everything by himself/herself 
8 Naturalization 2 With simple instructions, it is perfectly possible that the user assumes the didactic aim of the VL while playing. 

9 Scientific setting 5 Simple but effective representations of objects  
10 Scientific vocabulary 3 No emphasis on explaining vocabulary. VL includes certain scientific terms 
11 Observation 5 Highly visual. Tools are available to make measurements 
12 Inference 5 Observations can lay ground for explanations of different phenomena related to gravitation 
13 Prediction 1 No predictions are made 
14 Investigation 5 Possible to design experiments 
15 Conclusion 2 The user has to make his/her own conclusion based  on the experiments made 
16 Outcome 5 Depends completely on the actions taken by the student 

17 Instructions 2 Minimal amount of instructions 
18 Language 5 Available in 23 languages, including Spanish 
19 Sound 1 Nothing 
20 Outline 3 Clear overview; two scheme-setting 
21 Interaction 4 Clear Interaction with mouse, and through written text 
22 Feedback 2 Visual feedback that the user has to interpret 
23 Control 5 The user has freedom to run experiments over and over again without interruptions 
24 Speed 5 The user decides completely the speed of action, which can be changed upon desire. 
25 Help 1 A help section is indicated, but it does not work 
26 Personalization 3 The user can determine certain features (color of background, speed of action,etc) 
27 Download 5 Can be downloaded and run offline 
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8.8 Appendix H: Student assessment (Group II, VL4-5) 

 

Figure Appendix G1 – Students’ attitude towards the use of VL in class, according to the results of 

questionnaire presented in Appendix B (maximum score = 5, minimum score = 1). 
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Figure Appendix G2 – Self-reported comprehension expressed by students in group II, according to 

the results of questionnaire presented in Appendix B (Maximum score = 5, minimum score = 1). 
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8.9 Appendix I: Self-regulated learning 

Students were asked to indicate on a four-level scale their knowledge about the DNA 

analysis process. Below, it is shown how the students responded at the very 

beginning of the educational unit (i.e., after reading an introductory scientific text from 

a Spanish newspaper about DNA analysis16, and before using any VL), and at the 

very end of the educational unit (i.e., after using VL, and after making the practical 

work in the real laboratory). 

 
Figure Appendix H – Students’ self-reported and appreciated knowledge about different aspects of 

the DNA analysis process. Results indicate level of understanding (1 = I do not know; 2 = I know a 

little bit; 3 = I understand, but I do not know how to explain it to someone else; 4 = I understand it very 

well, and I can also explain it). 

  

                                                      
16

 La huella genética, nueva arma de la ciencia contra el crimen. ABC, Feb 10, 1988, p56-57. 

http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/madrid/abc/1988/02/10/056.html 

http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/madrid/abc/1988/02/10/057.html 

 

http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/madrid/abc/1988/02/10/056.html
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/madrid/abc/1988/02/10/057.html
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8.10 Appendix J: Teacher assessment of VL4 and VL5 (with screen 

recording analyses) 

Below is summarized the observations made during the session with VL4. 

Indicator Observations 

General 
classroom 
ambient 

 Concentration and focus on the task was high 

 Lively discussion on the topic within pairs, and also 
sometimes among pairs 

Interest 
expressed by 
the students 
for the task 

 

 Interest to explore and try VL4 

 High  Middle  Low 

# of student 
pairs 

4 2 1 0 2 

# of questions 
received by the 
teachers 

6 + 4+ 
1+ 4 

4 + 5 4 0 2 + 5 

 
 

General 
classification 
of the nature 
of questions 

received 

The type of questions was distributed according to the following 
categories: 
 

 number of 
questions 

How to use the VL 5 

How to interpret the VL 7 

Questions about scientific content 19 

Technical problems 4 

 35 

 
 

Student 
answers to 

the questions 
related to 
each VL 

Correct or mostly correct interpretation of the VLs and correct 
answers to the written questions were achieved by all pair of 
students. 
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The following table includes the complete analysis of students’ activity while working 

with VL4. 

VL4 – Screen recording 

Students:  
One boy and one girl working in pair. Both of them achieved high scores on 
the following exam (i.e., good students). 

Total time 
of 
recording: 

53 min 

Time Action 

5% Testing to hang one weight in one of the springs 

8% Removing weight from spring 

30%  Hanging the brown and green weights in two springs 

 Waiting for the weights to find their equilibrium positions 

66%  Remove weights from the springs 

 Set spring constant 

68%  Hang 100g weight in spring 2 (soft) 

 Hang another 100g weight in spring 3 (hard) 

 Hang 250g weight in spring 3 (hard) 

 Remove 100g weight from spring 2 (soft) 

 Add 50g weight to spring 2 (soft) 

 Remove both 250g and 50g weights from springs 

71% Add 50g weight to spring 1 (soft) 

74% Add 100g weight to spring 1 (soft) 

75% Add 250g weight to spring 1 (soft) 

77% Add 250g weight to spring 3 (hard) 

79%  Remove 250 g weight from spring 3 

 Add 100g weight to spring 3 

 Add 50g weight to spring 3 
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VL5 – Screen recording 

Students:  
Two boys working in pair. Both of them achieved middle scores on the following 
exam. 

Total time of 
recording: 

28 min 

Time Action 

1-2% Exploring and adjusting the setting according to written instructions 

9% Starting to run the simulation with initial settings according to instructions 

11%  Exploring additional functions (velocity of simulation) 

  

11-
14% 

 Changing settings to explore different environments (sun – earth). Not part of the 
task. 

 They carefully check the time it takes for the earth to orbit the sun. They repeat the 
measurements several times. Not part of the task. 

14%  Changing settings to explore yet another environment (sun – earth – moon). Not 
part of the task. 

 They adjust carefully the settings (velocity) before initiating the simulation.’ 

 They run the simulations for almost four laps (observing the results). 

18%  Changing settings to explore yet another environment (earth – satellite). Not part of 
the task. 

 They run the simulation of this system. 

 They explore the zoom function 

21%  They go back to sun-earth-moon system, and turns off the gravity. Not part of the 
task. 

 They rapidly zoom out to see how the objects disappear from each other. 

 They restart the simulation, first with gravity off, and then with gravity on. 

 They explore carefully the orbits that the objects make with respect to each other. 

27%  They explore what happens if mass of sun is increased (objects crash) Not part of 
the task. 

 They explore what happens if mass of earth is increased, and mass of sun is 
decreased. 

29%  They test different ratios between masses of sun and earth to get a nice orbit Not 
part of the task. 

 They put full masses of sun and earth 

 The adjust the mass of the sun and earth to obtain a stable orbit which they run for 
several minutes before finally turning gravity off, and see the earth disappear out in 
empty space. 

42%  They explore how gravity assistance can be used to re-direct the path of an object. 
Not part of the task. 

45% They go back to the original task, and adjust the setting to be able to answer the questions 
in the written instructions. 

52% Settings for case A: They run the simulation two times to make the observation what 
happens. 

54% Settings for case B: They run the simulation five times to make a careful observation. 

57% Settings for case C: They run the simulation one time to see what happens 

58% Settings for case D: They run the simulation a couple of times to see what happens 

61% They change the distances between the earth and the moon. 

64% They return to case B, to see what happens once again. They adjust the settings so that the 
simulation can be seen in slow motion, and at a correct zoom level. 

71-
80% 

They explore different orbits. 

 


